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Would you like to see the processing of your recurring invoices
handled efficiently? If so, you can rely on the Subscriptions module.
BUSINESS

FOR WHOM?

For everyone who handles
a lot of recurring invoices
and wishes to streamline
the processing of these.

With the Subscriptions module, you can define the general attributes of your subscriptions,
such as their renewal term, cancellation notice period and invoice interval.

of the Sales
* Extension
Order Processing I module.

SUBSCRIPTION GROUPS

In a Subscription Group, you can
define the general attributes of your
subscriptions, such as their renewal
term, cancellation notice period and
invoice interval. You can then link each
subscription to a Subscription Group to
make these general attributes available
to the relevant subscription.
AUTOMATIC INVOICING

Automate the invoicing of your subscriptions. For example, you can make and
send invoices at preset times by defining

the invoice interval and invoice dates for
each Subscription Group.
PRICE CHANGES

Because the price of a subscription is
determined by the products that are
linked to it, you can change the price of
all your subscriptions in one go. This means
that if you change the prices in your
product file, your subscriptions will automatically be allocated the correct price.
CLEARLY LAID OUT REPORTS

Retrieve the ‘Subscriptions to be Invoiced’
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ADVANTAGES

Generate recurring
invoices based on previously
created invoices to ensure a
fast and error-free invoicing
procedure.
You have a constant
overview of the status
of all periodically generated
invoices, based on your
subscriptions.
Change and adjust
subscription prices quickly
and easily.
The Subscriptions module gives you a clear and comprehensive window showing all the
periodically generated invoices based on your subscriptions. You can also find the generated
sales order/sales invoice numbers in this window. When you have processed these sales
orders, AccountView automatically shows the associated invoice numbers in the window.

report to see which subscriptions you
can invoice. If you want to invoice the
subscriptions relating to a specific salesperson or a special group of customers,
you can also define a filter.

TERMINATING SUBSCRIPTIONS

Define a notice period and let
AccountView automatically suggest a
termination date for your subscriptions,
or use the facility to manually enter
your own, definite termination date.

RENEWING SUBSCRIPTIONS

Automatically renew your ongoing
subscriptions by configuring this setting
for each subscription group. On the
other hand, you can also use the facility
to renew your subscriptions manually.
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Extend or terminate
subscriptions with flexibility.

